Model M&P45
4” Barrel

SPECIFICATIONS

Model: M&P45
Product Code:
109307: Black - No Thumb Safety
109107: Black - Thumb Safety
109157: Dark Earth Brown - Thmb Safety
Lanyard Tool

Caliber: .45 ACP
Capacity: 10 Rounds
Action: Striker Fire Action
Barrel Length: 4”
Front Sight: Steel Ramp Dovetail
Rear Sight: Steel Lo-Mount Carry
Overall Length: 7-1/2”
Weight: 27.7 oz. (Empty Mag: 3.0 oz., Full Mag: Appx.10 oz.)
Grip: (3) Interchangeable Palmswell Grip Sizes
Frame Material: Polymer
Slide Material: Stainless Steel
Barrel Material: Stainless Steel
Finish: Black Melonite®, 68 HRc
Launch Date: December 2007